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Abstract
Some scholars argue that the state jealously guards its power and budgets, slowly
adding to them over time. Recent U.S. public policy history offers a challenge to
this interpretation. Since the 1970s, the go vernment has been shedding capacity.
Government increasingly has relied on a new incentive structure to build
institutional capacity outside of government. Low- income housing policies were
the vanguard of this change. The federal housing bureaucracy grew from the
1930s to the 1960s but was bypassed in the 1970s in favor of a network of new
players—state and local government, private and nonprofit corporations, and
consultants. This new network has been effective in delivering housing producing
more than 1 million subsidized homes in the 1980s and 1990s. This article
outlines the political debates of over the evolution of this network - from a recommitment to low-income housing production in the 1960s, to attacks on
government housing programs in the 1980s, and finally to a new consensus in the
late 1980s over the decentralized housing development network infused with
federal dollars.

CARING CAPITALISM :
HOW HOUSING ADVOCATES JOINED GOVERNMENT AND THE P RIVATE SECTOR TO
CREATE NEW LOW -INCOME HOUSING POLICY, 1968-1993

When Edith and Archie sat down at the piano to sing the “All in the Family” TV show
theme song, they were unambiguous about their feelings about the good life in the early 20th
century when “girls were girls and men were men.” They were clear too on the welfare state:
“didn't need no welfare states, everybody pulled his weight, gee our old Lasalle ran great, those
were the days!" Of course the Lasalle didn’t run that great and the welfare state is not simply a
tool to help those who “don’t pull their weight.”

It is a much more expansive concept

incorporating a set of government programs that reduce the risks of modern life. Welfare states
spend to alleviate poverty, maintain health, support families, the elderly, and veterans. They
guard against the swings in economic fortune by supporting unemployed and injured workers
and spend to smooth out the booms and busts of the business cycle. 1 Because welfare states pool
risk across generations, different classes, and racial groups, they are a powerful source of social
integration in modern society. 2
The commonly accepted story is that the U.S. welfare state was built up between the
1930s and the late 1960s and then suffered a series of policy and political setbacks during the
1970s, which triggered a backlash. Conservative politicians from Richard Nixon to Ronald
Reagan successfully harnessed white middle-class anger over government programs in order to
roll back the welfare state. In other words, Archie Bunker won. Ira Katznelson, for exa mple, in
Was the Great Society a Lost Opportunity?3 argues that the pro-welfare state Democratic Party
lost ground in the 1970s because Keynesian fiscal policy exacerbated the stagflation of that time
and urban political machines withered, losing their ability to incorporate white ethnics into the
party, while the white South defected. 4 Thomas and Mary Edsall echo many of the same points

as Katznelson. For the Edsalls, the labor-dominated Democratic Party reached a political high
point with the Civil Rights Act of 1964, but the increased focus on minority rights pushed them
too far to the left while the Republicans moved to the political center. 5 Recent books on the
welfare state including Michael Katz, The Price of Citizenship (2002), and Neil Gilbert,
Transformation of the Welfare State: The Silent Surrender of Public Responsibility (2002),
reinforce the interpretation that the welfare state and the coalition that supported it withered from
the 1970s onward. 6
The standard story seems partly correct. But what happened to the welfare state since the
1970s is more complicated. In my research on subsidized housing programs, I found that both
liberals and conservatives were frustrated with the programs of the Great Society and while they
disagreed on emphasis, both looked to change the delivery of social services. Some aspects of
the welfare state weakened since the 1970s but others innovated and grew. At the same time that
The New York Times was describing affordable housing as a political issue that had
“evaporated”7 and that the Washington Post was reporting that “HUD is about as popular as
smallpox,”8 billions of new federal dollars were flowing into new subsidized housing programs.
Liberals such as House Ways and Means Chairman Charles Rangel joined with conservatives to
increase block grants and tax expenditures to affordable housing at the same time they were
cutting HUD's budget. Even more interesting was that increased funding to subsidized housing
through programs such as tax credits seemed to demonstrate a “willingness to walk away from
ideology” in the words of George H.W. Bush’s HUD Secretary Jack Kemp. 9
The paradox in affordable housing mirrors the changing dynamics of the welfare state.
The most dramatic change from the 1970s was not scaled back funding—although that was true
for key programs for the very poor—but a shift in how the federal government delivered welfare

2

state services.

10

Partly this is a result of the more energetic use of an array of policy tools: tax

policy, regulation, loans and loan guarantees. 11

These incentives were designed to induce

nongovernment players—nonprofit corporations and for-profit firms—to participate in delivering
services. Recent scholarship from Lester Salamon, Steven Rathgeb Smith, Michael Lipsky,
Jacob Hacker, Julian Zelizer and Jennifer Klein show that when these other funding mechanisms
are taken into account, the welfare state appears larger and more comprehensive than one would
surmise by simply looking at the more traditional bureaucracy- led and direct expenditure-funded
welfare state. 12

Christopher Howard refers to the services that are encouraged by the less

obvious tools—especially the tax code—as the “hidden welfare state.” Because governmentsponsored incentives were used with increasing frequency in the 1980s and 1990s, it certainly
challenges our understanding of a withering welfare state.
What is missing in the recent scholarship is a sense of how the use of the “new tools of
government” contributed to the creation of new institutions.

I argue that a new type of

decentralized institution has developed around supplying low- income housing. The model has
been replicated in other areas of policy too. Despite the fact that this new type of decentralized
institution was an amalgam of participants from the private sector, nonprofit corporations and all
levels of government (federal, state, and local), it shared an ideology and a culture (complete
with its own practices, terminology, and norms of conduct). It was an institution with shared
interests that demonstrated considerable political acumen in organizing and promoting itself. The
marriage of federal resources to a network of service providers in sub-national government and
civil society has created the beginnings of a twenty- first century decentralized welfare state.
The history of subsidized housing policy from 1964 to 1996 shows the transition to the
decentralized welfare state. Decent housing is one of the many areas of market failure in modern
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times—quality housing that meets minimum standards is beyond the means of many wage
workers. 13 In this sense, affordable housing is similar to unemployment insurance, subsidized
health care, public transportation, and the other services that the welfare state provides to ease
the economic burden of citizens. In addition to being a standard welfare state service, affordable
housing policy was on the vanguard of using multiple partners in a new approach to deliver
social services.
The federal government’s large-scale efforts at subsidized housing began during the
Depression with the Wagner-Steagle Housing Act of 1937. The Taft-Ellender-Wagner Housing
Act of 1949 expanded the federal role in housing, as did the so-called urban renewal programs of
the 1950s. The 1960s brought even more federal resources to housing with programs such as
Model Cities and the creation of the Department of Housing and Urban Development in 1965.
By the 1980s, however, Ronald Reagan was drastically cutting the federal government’s direct
support for housing programs.
There were legitimate problems with subsidized housing policy in the 1970s. Bad design
and shoddy construction left a physical legacy of many high-rise apartment buildings that
suffered from skyrocketing maintenance costs. Many began to agree with Oscar Newman, who
in his influential book, Defensible Space (1973), argued that apartment towers were inherently
unsafe because they promoted anonymity, lacked adequate supervision, and encouraged criminal
behavior. 14 The view gained wide popularity.
A shift in property management approach exacerbated the design and construction
problems. Less oversight and more desperate tenants fueled the perception—inside and outside
public housing—that government-subsidized projects had become a hopeless holding pen. “Once
scrupulous ly careful about admitting tenants,” writes Roger Biles, “local housing authorities
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became less discriminating and relaxed screening procedures.”15 The problems were real, but
the public perception of them was much worse. Most public housing, in fact, was managed well
and not of the high-rise design. Rachel Bratt is particularly convincing on this point in her essay
“Public Housing: The Controversy and Contribution.”16 But the problems in troubled projects
were so severe and high-profile, they cast the entire program in a negative light.
At first glance, the history of subsidized housing appears to follow the standard story in
which the federal government adopted welfare-state responsibilities in the 1930s, adding to them
through the 1960s. In the 1970s, political discord over social service programs, a series of high
profile public relations gaffes, and genuine policy mistakes (e.g., construction and management
of Pruitt-Igoe and Robert Taylor Homes) culminated in a backlash in the 1980s. The story
would make sense for affordable housing programs too—that is, if you could hear it over the din
of construction of upwards of 1,000,000 federally subsidized apartments in the 1980s and early
1990s.17 These units were built primarily by for-profit and nonprofit housing developers and
funded largely with tax credits and federal block grants. 18 The number of subsidized apartments
was still a fraction of the need, but by the mid 1990s there were almost as many homes built
under the decentralized program as there were subsidized apartments surviving from all the
previous periods of government building (1937 – 1986). 19 To say that after Reagan, the federal
government was out of the affordable housing business is simply wrong.
Another way to look at this phenomenon is that during the 1980s two simultaneous policy
revolutions took place (or perhaps a revolution and a counter-revolution). On the national level,
Reagan’s Revolution dramatically cut back the role of the federal government in housing; the
revolution from above eliminated funds. At the local level, a revolution from below was taking
shape; community groups, local and state governments, and elements of the private sector pulled
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together to find ways to build housing for low- income tenants without federal help. The effort
started small and did not build many subsidized housing units at first. But it did demonstrate
how a decentralized housing network might work.
The different players (subnational governments, nonprofit and for-profit firms,
community groups and housing activists) experimented with new ways to work together to build
housing.

The results were similar, but nearly every community mixed and matched their

resources in different ways. Successes at the local level demonstrated that these networks could
be an effective force for policy implementation. In time, the networks would grow in their
sophistication, become politically active, and lobby successfully for more federal resources. The
housing network, made stronger with federal funds, is the prototype for the decentralized welfare
state.

Three Eras in Housing Policy
There have been three important eras in housing policy since the mid-1960s. The first era
was a renewed commitment to building affordable homes that came out of the Great Society and
dates roughly from 1968 to 1981. Within this period, there was an important moment in 1973
when President Richard Nixon stopped all new federally-subsidized housing production, only to
restart it a year later with diminished resources. Housing policy under Nixon and Jimmy Carter
would make some important new experiments with housing allowances (also known as
vouchers) and block grants. However, in general, there was less money for housing in the 1970s,
and despite some experimentation, no radical break from past policies. The second era came
with the arrival of Ronald Reagan, who attempted to shut down government housing programs
entirely during a period from 1981 to 1988. The third era occurred with the development of a
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new consensus around a decentralized approach to delivering affordable housing. While we are
still in this period, I will focus on its early development, from 1988 to 1996.
Three seminal reports by influential presidential committees on housing and urban
problems set the tone and programs for these three periods. 20 The first was the voice of the Great
Society in A Decent Home: The Report of the President’s Committee on Urban Housing (1968),
chaired by Edgar F. Kaiser. The Kaiser report was an analysis concurrent with, and in the spirit
of, the Kerner Commission report on race. It sounded a warning and called for a spirited
government response to solve social problems that affected the inner city and low- income
tenants. The second, The Report of the President’s Commission on Housing (1982), chaired by
William F. McKenna, was a direct attack on the housing programs of the late 1960s. A third
report that in some ways synthesized the previous two is A Decent Place to Live: The Report of
the National Housing Task Force (1988), chaired by David Maxwell and Jim Rouse. The
Maxwell/Rouse Report argued for the federal government to get back into the subsidized
housing business but in a different mode, as the coordinator and partial funder of a new network
of service providers.

Housing and the Great Society
Perhaps the most striking feature of the 1968 Kaiser report was the sublime confidence in
government capabilities that pervaded nearly every page. President Lyndon Johnson charged the
committee to:
find a way to harness the productive power of America—which has proved it can master
space and create unmatched abundance in the market place—to the most pressing
unfulfilled need of our society. That need is to provide the basic necessities of a decent
home and healthy surroundings for every American family now imprisoned in the squalor
of the slums. 21
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The committee analyzed the problem and came to the conclusion that in the next ten years, the
country would have to build 26 million new housing units, six million of which needed to be
subsidized for low- income tenants. “Attainment of this goal should eliminate the blight of
substandard housing from the face of the nation’s cities and should provide every American
family with an affordable, decent home.”22 However, production of 600,000 units of subsidized
housing in each year of this period would have been quite an achievement, since the peak new
production year up to this point was 71,000 units in 1952. 23
More than confidence, the report reflected a sense of obligation. Housing was considered
a matter of economic right, as well as an important national investment in the future. The report
stated: “We strongly believe that the goal is necessary and justified for these reasons: [1] Decent
housing is essential in helping lower- income families help themselves achieve self fulfillment in
a free and democratic society [and 2] Public expenditures for decent housing for the nation’s
poor, like public expenditures for education and job training, are not so much expenditures as
they are essential investments in the future of American society.”24
To fulfill this obligation, the report suggested that the federal government join “private
enterprise, organized labor, and state and local governments in creative and affirmative
partnerships.”25 The report was unequivocal about the fact, however, that the federal government
would be the leader and coordinator of the effort to eradicate slums. The report warned that if
the new partnerships failed to materialize, the federal government would have to become the
“houser of last resort,” using its resources, organizational capacity, and legal tools—e.g., eminent
domain—to build the millions of necessary housing units. “Unquestionably, a direct Federal
program of land acquisition, public construction, and public ownership and management of
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subsidized housing would produce the millions of dwellings needed by low- income families
within any determined timespan.”26
This housing policy call- to-arms reflected the larger problems of LBJ’s War on Pove rty.
Confidence, commitment, and aggressive goal-setting alone were not sufficient to solve social
problems. The report stated that “Within urban slums, there are the knotty sociological relations
between rundown housing, human behavior, environmental conditions of total neighborhoods,
and the disadvantaged life of the poor.”27 The bulk of the report wrestles with the logistics of
ramping up a huge investment in housing, an investment that could reach as high as five percent
of GDP. 28 Linking housing to the “knotty” problems of slums made sense then. It makes sense
today. But framing the problem in this way meant that a policy success required a triple win
against the material, social, and economic conditions of urban poverty.
Victories on so many fronts would have been difficult under ideal circumstances. But the
late 1960s and 1970s were not ideal.

The economic assumptions underlying the report were

wildly optimistic. It assumed an annual GDP growth rate of 5.5 percent with a 4 percent
unemployment rate. The analysts admitted that the models did not hold if there were problems
of inflation. In fact, the 10-year period from 1969-1979 had an average level of unemployment
rate of 6 percent 29 and average annual inflation of 7 percent. 30 Economic growth was sluggish
too. From 1970 to 1976 the growth rate for Real GDP was 2.3 percent, picking up by the end of
the decade with a growth rate of 4.7 percent up to 1979. 31 With the economic rug pulled out from
under this plan, it became increasingly difficult to sell the idea of a massive new government
investment in housing for the urban poor.
Another weak spot in the Kaiser plan was that the partners in local government and
private sector never quite materialized. It is one thing to invite everyone to a party, but quite
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another for them to show up. In the 1960s, the federal government invited participation from
other levels of government, the private and nonprofit sectors, but they were not ready.
Subnational government and community-based groups distrusted each other and lacked the
expertise to implement new programs. But the early efforts to develop this capacity paid off in
later years. It created an expectation that locals would play a larger role in the decentralized
welfare state and started embryonic organizations and programs that grew more capable over
time. In 1969, for example, no state had a housing finance agency. By 1990, 48 states did. And
in 1969, there were 112 nonprofit community development corporations that built affordable
housing. By 1990, over 1,760 did.

Experiments in the 1970s
The political scientist Theodore Lowi considers Richard Nixon to be the last Democratic
president of the 20th century. 32 Given the subsidized housing production numbers of his HUD
appointee, George Romney, you might agree. The only period when significant numbers of
housing units were built was between 1969 and Nixon’s 1973 moratorium. In 1970, HUD came
as close as it ever did to the Kaiser report’s 600,000 per year goal, with 431,000 new subsidized
homes that year. 33
Numbers failed to solve the problems of distressed urban areas. New units were being
built in center cities when vacancy rates skyrocketed because so many nearby homes were
simply abandoned. Not only were homes built in the wrong places, but higher productivity
created bureaucratic inefficiency at best and outright corruption at worst.

One effort at

improvement involved the federal government partnering with the private sector to build housing
with programs such as 236(d)(3), which provided federal insurance for mortgages, and the
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Section 8 New Construction program.

The most important innovation, however, was the

Community Development Block Grant program of 1974 (CDBG). The CDBG program, created
in 1974, consolidated multiple narrowly-targeted funding programs from the Great Society, and
provided federal funds in unrestricted block grants to local government.
Block grants and “federalism” are associated with Nixon and conservative politics, but
liberals who were disillusioned by earlier urban renewal programs and perceived HUD
inefficiencies were eager for it too. David Garrison worked on the CDBG legislation in the early
years as legislative counsel to the Office of Federal Relations for the National League of Cities
and the U.S. Conference of Mayors and later as a budget analyst for the House Committee on the
Budget. He said that efficiency and building capacity at the local level was a concern across the
political spectrum, it “was hard to argue then that you get a better result if you had a HUD
bureaucrat in some regional office hundreds of miles away making that decision instead.”34 Both
Republicans and Democrats saw block grants as an improvement. Garrison said, “there was
broad agreement to the basic idea” and the “concept of a block grant was not seen then as a
device to do away with the program long term. No one suggested that at all—ever.”35

Ronald Reagan’s Approach to Subsidized Housing
The Report of the President’s Commission on Housing (1982), chaired by William F.
McKenna criticized the Kaiser Committee’s approach to housing policy as one that contributed
“to deterioration rather than renewal.”

36

McKenna’s report, rather than putting its faith in

government, based its optimism “on an entirely different belief: that the genius of the market
economy, freed of the distortions forced by government housing policies and regulations that
swung erratically from loving to hostile, can provide for housing far better than Federal
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programs.” The fundamental conclusion to this report was that the market was the answer to the
housing problem—a problem created by naïve government meddling. “The 1970s taught not
only the limits of the good that can be done by government action, but also the depths of the
harm that can be wrought by ill- thought or ill-coordinated government policy.”37
From the vantage of the early 21st century, the faith in market forces that this commission
held dear also seems naïve. The McKenna report proposed that an entirely deregulated Savings
and Loan industry that was “empowered to solve its own problems without legal handcuffs and
regulatory restrictions will generate more money for housing than could be hoped for from
institutions seeking to recapture a past that is gone forever.”38 In addition to giving private
industry a free hand, the report recommended reducing federal oversight of housing authorities
and making federal park land available to low-income housing developers. Years later, the
unregulated Savings and Loan industry required a federal bailout that was conservatively
estimated to cost $325 billion by the General Accounting Office (GAO)39 in addition to other
incalculable depositor losses.
The McKenna report stated that the “Commission seeks to create a housing sector that
functions in an open environment with minimal government participation.”40 It opposed new
federally-subsidized construction and vowed to shrink, or eliminate, the government housing
bureaucracy. The commission envisioned proposed replacing existing federal programs with
unrestricted block grants to states and more importantly, vouchers paid directly to low- income
tenants who could exercise their consumer sovereignty in the housing marketplace. Moving to
vouchers would be less expensive, according to the report, and “relatively simple and
straightforward.”41
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Anticipating the argument that the federal government could try to improve existing
service delivery systems, the McKenna report said the federal government was incapable of
reform. “Officials in government agencies and organizations often perceive change as a threat to
competing public concerns or to their own personal interests.”42 More bureaucracy could not
solve the “knotty” problems of the inner city slums identified by the Kaiser report, only the
market could do that. Entrepreneurs, not bureaucrats, would rebuild slums once they were
unleashed from government red tape and provided tax breaks in so-called enterprise zones. “In
enterprise zones the approach is to relax governmental controls, reduce taxes, modify
regulations, and remove other inhibitions on business investment.”43
McKenna’s report, like the Kaiser report, saw a role for state and local governments to
play in providing housing. Unlike Kaiser, however, McKenna could look back on a decade of
innovation and institution building on the state level and affirm that states rather than the federal
government could play a more important role in solving housing policy problems. The report
urged creative use of both general obligation bonds and tax-exempt revenue bonds to generate
capital for subsidized apartment buildings in addition to below-market interest rate mortgages for
first-time homebuyers. “There is now in existence both a network of marketing channels for taxexempt housing bonds and a corresponding set of institutiona l arrangements for using the bond
proceeds in the production of multifamily housing for low- and moderate-income households and
the financing of single-family homes.”44
Since the main thrust of the McKenna report was for a government retreat from housing,
the most important changes to federal housing policy that followed were reduced budgets.
The Reagan administration cut appropriations for federally assisted housing programs
dramatically from $31.9 billion to $9.4 billion between 1981 and 1987. 45 But by 1987, the
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political climate that inspired the market-only approach of the McKenna report began to wane.
Democrats once again controlled the Senate, and even George H.W. Bush acknowledged a need
for government to take a stronger role in social welfare services, particularly when new
approaches appeared inexpensive and squared with the conservative political tenets of local
control and faith in markets.

Subsidized Housing’s 1988 “New Wave”
The economic and physical health of cities did not improve in the 1980s and it became
increasingly clear that the market and local government were not up to the challenge of housing
the nation’s low- income tenants. In 1988, Congressional leaders recruited another commission
to re-examine the nation’s housing problems. The National Housing Task Force was a group of
26 individuals drawn “from business, banking, community service, and state and local
government”46 and was led by James W. Rouse, a successful real estate developer-turnedphilanthropist, and David O. Maxwell, Chief Executive Officer of the Federal National Mortgage
Association (Fannie Mae). 47
The 1988 report, known as the Maxwell/Rouse report, was cautiously optimistic.
Growing confidence came from the fact that state and local government, along with nonprofit
and private corporations, managed to do innovative and important work during the difficult
financial times of the early 1980s. It advocated a renewed federal government commitment to
housing that could invigorate “new alliances among the public, private and community sectors”
in what the report described as a “new wave” for housing policy. The new alliance, according to
the report, would be “Vigorous and diverse, it raises new possibilities and new hope for housing
low- and moderate- income families.”48
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The report forcefully argued that as promising as the new approach to housing was, it
never would succeed without a new infusion of federal money and leadership. “The 80 percent
decline in HUD funds for new housing commitments over the past decade has hindered the
growth of this new system to deliver affordable housing.” If this approach ever were to be
comprehensive and effective, however, it would need new energy, leadership, and financial
support from the federal government.
Policy makers proposed a variety of financing tools to make this approach more effective.
“We have learned, over the last quarter century, that housing problems are varied and complex.
To be effective, housing assistance must assume different forms.”

49

These different forms

included boosting the consuming power of low- income tenants with vouchers and a variety of
housing construction finance strategies that included low- interest loans, loan guarantees, tax
incentives, and federal insurance. One of the most important new financing tools proposed was a
new block grant program, which eventually became the HOME Investment Partnerships
(HOME) program. HOME, in some respects, was modeled on CDBG. The block grant program
was meant to have few strings attached, but it did have specific performance goals, a requirement
for local government to contribute matching funds, and dedicated funds for nonprofit CDCs. 50
The report concluded that nonprofits brought new perspective and commitment to lowincome tenants and their communities: “… they offer more than just numbers. They know local
housing needs and are committed to serving them. They are determined to serve low- income
residents on a long-term basis. They are willing to take on projects that are considered too risky
or too small by financial institutions and other developers.”51 Recognizing that this multitude of
nonprofits needed outside expertise, the report suggested building on the model established by
existing nonprofit capacity-building organizations such as the Local Initiatives Support
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Corporation (LISC) and the Enterprise Foundation. Both groups were founded to help build
institutional capacity for smaller nonprofits. Larger regional nonprofits, like LISC, the report
claimed “play a critical capacity-building role, help structure project financing, identify ways to
cut construction costs, and encourage alliances between local nonprofit developers and state and
local governments.”52
The report concluded that new government agencies, in combination with dedicated
nonprofit and for-profit developers along with capacity-building consultants, would develop a
creative and vigorous housing development network, which would be adaptive, innovative, and
capable of combining new tools “in hundreds of different ways in hundreds of different
places.”53

“New Wave” Politics: The Move Toward Decentralizing, 1988 – 1996
The Maxwell/Rouse report shaped the debate over two pieces of federal legislation that
became the financial foundation for the decentralized approach to housing: the National
Affordable Housing Act of 1990 (NAHA) and the Low-Income Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC)
program. These policy debates took place against the backdrop of several other events and
trends of the late 1980s that promoted the decentralized welfare state. These trends included:
(1) the ideology of “kinder and gentler” conservatism and a growing confidence—even among
liberals—in market-based models for social policy; (2) the budget-balancing efforts of the late
1980s, including statutory, formula-driven budget balancing requirements; (3) the increasingly
visible problem of homelessness and the rising cost of housing, even for the middle class;
(4) Democratic political control of both houses of Congress after 1986, and; (5) the high-profile
HUD and Savings and Loan corruption scandals. The country was disgusted by the multi-billion
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dollar bailout of the Savings and Loan industry. And public policy professor and former HUD
undersecretary Michael A. Stegman observed that public confidence in HUD plunged after
“periodic ethical lapses at the highest levels of HUD-including the criminal indictment during
the Reagan administration of a sitting HUD secretary who reportedly was so bored that he spent
some afternoons watching soap operas….”54
President Bush promised "a kinder and gentler nation" at the same time as he promised
"no new taxes." However, even if the spirit was willing, the budget was weak.

As the

Congressional Quarterly wrote, no one “in Congress has figured out how Bush can reconcile the
conflicting imperatives of increased social spending and the steady deficit reduction required by
the Gramm- Rudman-Hollings law.” On the other hand, even though there were those who would
doubt the ability to achieve this mix, there were few who would doubt its political effectiveness.
Congressional Quarterly wrote that by pursuing compassionate conservative themes “Bush
moved to close both the ‘compassion gap’ and the ‘gender gap’ with a single stroke.”55
While the Senate banking committee was debating the bill that would ultimately become
NAHA, Republican and Democrat leaders from the House, Senate, and White House were
engaged in the so-called “budget summit.” The behind-closed-doors negotiations were designed
to facilitate the tough decisions on spending reductions and tax increases necessary to balance
the federal budget.

All programs are limited by budget constraints, but there was added

uncertainty during this debate.

Senator Kit Bond (R-MO) said, “the amount of money we are

going to have to spend on housing ultimately, apparently, is going to be determined by our
colleagues and those in the administration who are in the budget summit.”56 Interestingly, in this
debate there was a considerable amount of discussion on direct expenditures and their budgetary
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effect, but relatively little discussion of the fiscal impact of indirect expenditures such as tax
credits. The Senators’ debate made it sound as though tax credits were free money. 57
The House sponsor of housing legislation, House Banking Committee Chairman Henry
Gonzales (D-TX), disagreed with the decentralized approach to housing. He said “the patchwork
system of tax credits and piecemeal funding from states, local governments and the federal
government, as innovative as it may be, often results in significant leakage of subsidy funds.
This makes the system less efficient and more complicated to the direct spending approach.”58
Despite Gonzales’ objections, however, the final bill emerged from the conference committee
largely unchanged from the Senate version. The compromise bill passed in the Senate 93-6 and
in the House by a voice vote. The National Affordable Housing Act of 1990 was signed into law
by President George H.W. Bush on October 27 and authorized $27.5 billion in fiscal 1991 and
$29.9 billion in fiscal 1992. These amounts represented a direct expenditure increase of $3
billion.

The centerpiece of the legislation was the new HOME Investment Partnership

program. 59
The increase in direct-expenditure dollars for low- income housing programs was
achieved thanks to an unprecedented ideological consensus over new directions for housing
policy.

The consensus was anti-bureaucratic, enthusiastic about using market mechanisms

whenever possible, and interested in an expanded role for nonprofits in service delivery. This
approach allowed for an amazing amount of overlap of diverse ideologies, which one Senator
called a “marriage” of philosophies. 60
Despite the fact that there was massive federal funding of local initiatives, there was
something about local groups meeting their own housing needs, even with this increased federal
funding, that seemed to fit the Republican affinity for individual initiative. George H.W. Bush’s
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HUD director, Jack Kemp, observed, “As I go across our Nation, I see non-profits, neighborhood
groups, and community housing efforts taking the boards off vacant and foreclosed property,
rehabilitating that property . . . often through sweat equity . . . and turning thousands of
dilapidated houses to decent, quality housing for low- income people.”61 Here was a multibilliondollar subsidized housing program that had a Horatio Alger feel to it.
Both conservatives and liberals embraced nonprofits because they were perceived as
incorruptible, caring, and efficient. Senator Robert Kasten (R-WI) contrasted funding for
nonprofits favorably to more funding for HUD, which he said would only “expand HUD
programs and policies which are the same magnets for the waste, fraud, abuse, and influence
peddling that we all claim to deplore.”62
Most Senators agreed with the Maxwell/Rouse report describing nonprofits as rooted in
and rooting for their communities. Senator Connie Mack (R-FL) explained that “nonprofits are
of, by and for the people of the community.” Mack said, as opposed to “HUD's massive, distant
bureaucracy, nonprofits consist largely of local people who care about their communities and
who are sensitive to local needs.”63
Most Senators also agreed that corporations—both for profit and nonprofit—responding
to market signals would be the saviors of the inner city. Senator Grassley (R-IA) said, “We have
the opportunity to say no to excessive Government bureaucracy. We have the opportunity to vote
for a piece of legislation that will unleash the free market system toward providing affordable
housing for areas of the country that are being restricted from this goal.”64 Confidence in the
anticipated efficiency and equity of this new decentralized approach to delivering housing ran
high. Consider Senator Boschwitz’s (R-MN) comments: “The private sector will also create and
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rehabilitate low-income housing cheaper than the Federal Government can, and without the
potential for corruption or mismanagement.”65
Compromise is at the heart of legislative process, but what made NAHA easy to pass was
that every faction could see its view represented. Like a Rorschach test, legislators saw what
they wanted to see in the final NAHA legislation. Missouri’s Conservative Senator Bond 66 said,
“For my colleagues who have reservations about housing, who look at Government from a more
conservative point of view, I would say philosophically this is sound.”67 Jack Kemp claimed that
capitalism’s triumph over communism in Eastern Europe must have a similar victory in high
poverty areas of American cities. “As Berliners tear down the wall that has kept them from
freedom for 28 years, so too must we tear down the walls that are keeping America's poor from
the blessings of freedom and democracy in our own country.”68 Winning the Cold War will not
be complete if there is no win in the inner city, according to Kemp: “I can't help but feel that
history has linked the cause of freedom abroad with the cause of freedom, dignity, and justice
right here in America's ghettoes and barrios in one great cause for good.”69
All the pro-NAHA comments above came from Republicans and while Democrats may
have taken issue on emphasis, they agreed on policy. Connecticut’s Democratic Senator Dodd
was drawn to the new approach since it was “consolidating several rigid categorical programs
into a more flexible block grant approach. Home [HOME] requires cities and states to identify
their housing needs, and then channels Federal money to them to be used in ways that they—not
Washington—think best.”70 Maryland’s Democratic Senator Paul Sarbanes also agreed with
Dodd and acknowledged the important role of the Maxwell/Rouse report in shaping the new
HOME program.

Sarbanes said that HOME “is really a partnership with State and local

governments, nonprofit groups, and others who are best suited to develop housing solutions in
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each area of our country.”71 Even an ardent housing advocate like Barry Zigas, of the National
Low Income Housing Coalition, could call the measure "a good step forward," adding, "It's not
enough, but it's a substantial step forward from the last decade."72
Perhaps the greatest achievement and legacy of the act was that it acknowledged and
provided fresh resources to the decentralized network of housing delivery to help it evolve as an
institution. Don Campbell, staff director of the Senate Housing Subcommittee said that in the
past, too much attention was given to particular programs—their rules and regulations, the target
groups, outcomes measures, etc.

Campbell said that focus was misplaced.

The individual

programs were too rigid. What NAHA provided was a new network of more nimble institutions.
“Institutions can survive because their program design is an ongoing adaptive process. That’s
what the Cranston-D’Amato bill [NAHA] proposes, the creation not of a new program but of a
new institution offering one-stop shopping for states and localities, tailoring the best approaches
to changing needs.”73

Low-Income Housing Tax Credits
The use of tax credits for low-income housing was first introduced in the Tax Reform Act
of 1986 (TRA 86). 74 It appeared that real estate interests, including affordable housing, were
going to fare poorly under TRA 86 after relatively generous treatment under the prior revenue
bill, the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981. In this debate, affordable housing advocates had a
broad base of support that included real estate developers, bankers and state and municipal
housing agencies. These groups claimed that “tax benefits - such as the passive- loss allowance virtually are the only reasons investors put money into low-income housing.” Ronald F. Poe,
president of the Mortgage Bankers Association of America, said "If you turn real estate into a
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purely cash- flow, economic-oriented investment, that's fine, but you just don't use those words
with respect to low- income housing.”75
As a hoped- for corrective measure, Congress included the Low-Income Housing Tax
Credit (LIHTC) program in TRA 86 as a three- year demonstration project. However, many
housing advocates saw the tax credit as an insufficient trade-off for the generous tax depreciation
rules in the prior revenue act. But support for the tax credit grew. “At the time, I don’t think
many people thought this program was going to amount to much because it had been done on the
quick with little research,” William Apgar, acting director of the Joint Center for Housing at
Harvard, remarked. “But the states and the nonprofits and others have learned how to take this
credit and make it into housing.”76 The New York Times editorialized that although “the housing
industry originally doubted the effectiveness of the tax credit plan, results have surpassed even
optimistic predictions.”77
The LIHTC is a tax coupon to corporate investors who provide equity capital to build
apartment buildings that are rented to low- income tenants. To be considered “low income” one
must earn less than 50 to 60 percent of the local area median income as measured by an annual
county-by-county survey by HUD. The amount of tax equity that goes into a project can vary
but it rarely is more than 60 percent of the necessary funds for construction. Additional funds
typically come from federal block grants – HOME and to a lesser extent, CDBG. The final piece
of financing is a mortgage loan from a private credit provider (usually a bank) that is sized to the
limited cash flow coming from tenants’ reduced rents.
As with NAHA, conservatives joined liberals in support of the tax credit. A 1989 column
in the conservative- leaning Wall Street Journal called on HUD Secretary Jack Kemp to support
the credits.
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...if experience has taught us anything, it is that government-built and controlled housing
is fraught with fundamental weaknesses, not the least of which is the basic inefficiency of
the bureaucracy in maintaining properties and the frequent failure of such housing to
provide safe, or even humane places to live. Mr. Kemp shares that view. The looming
question, then, is whether in spite of his aversion to tampering further with the tax code,
he will swallow a broad program of tax incentives in order to inspire an alternative. 78
Kemp did indeed swallow the tax credit program. In the hearings of the tax law-writing Housing
Ways and Means Committee, Kemp urged the Committee Chairman Charles Rangel to “rise
above the left-right debate and find consensus as to what our Nation can do to fight poverty.” 79
Kemp went on to praise both liberals and conservatives on the committee for their “willingness
to walk away from ideology.”80 Liberals on the committee, like Rangel, could voice their
opposition and still embrace Kemp’s proposals. Rangel said, “I am outraged at some of the
things that have happened to my country in the last eight years, but you have to play the hand
that is dealt you.”81 True to his statement, Rangel spent a great deal of time during the hearing to
see how to make the credit more attractive to corporate investors. “We are just here to make
certain that we can provide the incentives that are necessary to the investors.”82
Rangel and Kemp received ample feedback from the business community. Several of the
country’s largest financial and real estate industry firms also testified in the LIHTC hearings,
including Lehman Brothers, Boston Capital and a representative of the Association of Home
Builders, a lobbying group that represented 157,000 home builders nationwide. 83 A Wall Street
Journal article in 1992 explained that the LIHTC provided much needed help during the
recession of the early 1990s. The tax credit program “staved off a lot of bankruptcies in the
industry that would have occurred without the program,” said Martin Flounoy, chairman of the
builders committee at the National Apartment Association. 84 The article concluded that a “broad
coalition of real estate industry and no t-for-profit groups are lobbying the president to sign the
bill” to extend the tax credit program permanently.
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Another Wall Street Journal article explained that many Fortune 500 companies were
eager to purchase housing credits. James H. Ross, president of BP America (a subsidiary of
British Petroleum) said the return on investment for tax credits were “reasonably competitive”
with other corporate investments. The returns on capital invested in the late 1980s and 1990s in
this program averaged 20 percent—a return higher than junk bonds. 85
Affordable housing advocates also made their voices heard. One advocate who managed
to generate considerable press coverage was Paul Grogan, president of the Local Initiatives
Support Council. In a 1991 press conference with U.S. mayors, Grogan said that LIHTC was
“directly responsible for the creation of 120,000 homes for the poor annually in this country.
This program has only been in existence since 1987, but we believe it to be the most successful
federal housing program in history.”86
In a Washington Post op-ed, Grogan compared the advantages of tax credit program with
those of the Great Society housing programs. “While the Great Society programs of the 1960s
had many positive results, they also showed the limitations of the top-down approach. But the
federal government does have a role, mostly through flexible programs that support and
encourage community initiative.”87
It is not often that one thinks of not-for-profit groups and major corporations as political
allies, but it dramatizes the fact that moderates and liberals came together over tax expenditure
programs. It was not simply that liberals were “playing the hand they were dealt” as Rangel saw
it. Housing advocates like Patrick Clancy, Executive Director of Greater Boston Community
Development, Inc., a community-based development corporation, thought the tax code was the
best vehicle for housing subsidy.

Clancy wrote, “Those producing affordable housing can
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achieve more direct access to assistance with less bureaucratic inefficiency through investment
incentives than if the same assistance is provided through direct expenditures.”88

Fight For Permanent LIHTC Extension
It was clear that the tax credit program had broad support, but it still had to fight for
resources during a period of belt-tightening.

In 1991, when Charles Rangel introduced

legislation to extend tax credits permanently, he went to great lengths to explain how the
program had been improved with new oversight to guard against graft and corruption in the
program. Looking back on five years of the program, Rangel said:
the credit has also fulfilled one of the original goals of its framers; to encourage
additional government and private sector support for housing. It has successfully created
a partnership with state and local governments and nonprofit groups who have
supplemented the credit with additional assistance. States and local governments are
providing subsidies, low interest loans, land, tax abatements among other forms of
assistance. Nonprofits are organizing tenant and community groups to empower people
on their way to providing housing for themselves and their neighbors. 89
By 1991, the network of housing providers understood their connection to one another and
lobbied effectively as a group. Rangel included a letter in the Congressional Record that was
signed by over 500 community-based housing nonprofits from across the nation. The letter both
urged Congress to extend the tax credit and praised the role of for-profit corporations as part of
the network of affordable housing providers. Affordable housing “requires the kinds of creative
solutions and especially the private sector involvement that the Credit has stimulated.”90 Left in
the wild, these groups are natural enemies, but by 1991, they recognized that their political and
economic futures were linked.
The Los Angeles riots in the spring of 1992 also gave weight to efforts for new urban
relief initiatives including the permanent extension of the tax credit. In an editorial, the Los
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Angeles Times argued that the “riots changed the political climate and put the problems of cities
back on the national agenda.” The urban initiative did pass in the House and going into the
debate in the Senate, over 80 Senators were on record in support of permanent LIHTC
extension. 91 Echoing sentiments in editorials in The New York Times, Washington Post, and
Wall Street Journal, the Los Angeles Times wrote: “The tax break deserves renewal because it
remains the primary federal resource for financing additional new and affordable housing. It also
forms the cornerstone of the numerous public/private partnerships that are increasingly the
salvation of cash-short cities and states.”92
The permanent extension passed in 1993, but that was not the end of the story. Cutting
government programs and taxes were the rallying cries of the “Republican Revolution”
spearheaded by Newt Gingrich in 1994, a year where conservative majorities were elected to
Congress. The new chair of the House of Representatives Ways and Means Committee, Bill
Archer (R-TX), vowed to cut the housing tax credit in order to save government money and
simplify the tax code.93 To strengthen his case, Archer claimed the credits were an inefficient
use of federal money. He cited a critical report by the IRS as justification for doing away with
the program. The IRS estimated that “fraud in the amount of approximately $6.0 billion could be
associated with alleged abuses of the program.”94 The report, however, was withdrawn by the
IRS, which admitted that it was flawed.
As Archer’s evidence evaporated, so did his political allies in Congress. Moderate
Republicans flocked to LIHTC. Jack Metcalf (R-WA) founded a Republican affordable housing
caucus and was joined by others members including Nancy Johnson (R-CT), Rick Lazio (R-NY),
Jerry Weller (R-IL), and Phil English (R-PA). 95 The goals of the caucus were “to encourage the
development of innovative, cost effective and efficient approaches to providing affordable
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housing.” Their charge was to “blend the energy and capital of industry with the public spirit of
government and the incentives we can offer through law," Metcalf said. 96 Among those who
made up this caucus’ advisory committee were Paul Grogan of LISC, John McEvoy of the
National Council State Housing Agencies, and F. Barton Harvey III, CEO of the Enterprise
Foundation. The advisory committee was also staffed by representatives from Boston Capital,
the National Association of Home Builders, and the National Association of Realtors. Lazio,
who was also the chair of the House Banking Committee's housing subcommittee, said, "The tax
credit does everything that we Republicans say we want to do with housing. It puts private
capital at risk. It leverages public dollars. It ensures income mix."97
As we have seen before, when the interests of the decentralized housing network were
challenged, the coalition to save the program proved to be a formidable opponent. In the fall of
1995, LISC and the Enterprise Foundation rallied the supporters of tax credits—mayors and
governors, Wall Street investors, consultants, CDCs, banks, and corporations—to oppose House
Ways and Means Committee Chair Archer’s efforts. Activists also strongly supported the antiArcher efforts. John Taylor, president of the National Community Reinvestment Coalition, said
that Archer’s attack “just reveals the absolute lack of commitment by this Congress to housing
the poor. There is just no excuse for attacking this program."98
In the fight against Archer, banks were an important ally. “Dozens of banks” rallied to
protect LIHTC, “including First Chicago Corp., Chemical Bank, and Wachovia Corp,” according
to an article in the Journal of Housing and Community Development . The executive vice
president at Bank of America, Do nald Mullane, said, "We believe people should have safe,
clean, and affordable housing. As a matter of social policy, it is a good thing. This program
[LIHTC] is a win for the community, a win for us, and it is a win for our shareholders."99 Banks
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also had extra incentive to invest in credits because they were able to make a good tax-saving
investment and get Community Reinvestment Act credit.

The Journal of Housing and

Community Development wrote, “The combination of CRA compliance credit, attractive
effective yields and goodwill created from investing in the local community makes the
investment in tax credit projects increasingly popular for many banking institutions.”100
Part of the argument coming from the for-profit business community was that housing tax
credits were good for business. According to the National Real Estate Investor magazine, out of
250,000 apartment buildings that began construction in 1994, 100,000 were financed with the
help of LIHTC. And corporations were now the biggest purchasers of the tax credit, investing
over $8 billion from 1987 to 1996. 101
The coalition to save the tax credit was broad and diverse, but it was also demonstrating
growing sophistication.

As an example, the Wall Street Journal reported that tax credit

advocates were making donations to political allies of Archer’s in an effort to sway him on
LIHTC.

“Directing the effort is Herb Collins, a top executive at Boston Capital Corp,”

according the Journal. “Mr. Collins took the lead in setting up the Oct. 2 meeting between Mr.
Archer and investors anxious to preserve the housing tax credit.” According to a tax credit
investor, Carmela Laurella, Collins instructed those with a stake in the program to make
contributions to the congressional campaign of Archer’s son- in- law. 102
Archer’s sunset proposal was part of the House version of the Revenue Reconciliation
Act of 1995 that was famously vetoed by President Clinton. The political tug-of-war lead to the
temporary shutdown of the U.S. government, a situation that voters largely blamed on
Republicans in Congress. A CNN/USA Today/Gallup poll found that 48 percent blamed the
Republican Congress as opposed to 26 percent who blamed Clinton. 103 Bipartisan lobbying
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removed the sunset provision from the compromise budget legislation, the Balanced Budget
Down Payment Act (Part II), that Clinton signed on April 26, 1996. Archer had tried to
reintroduce the sunset proposal to kill LIHTC in the compromise legislation, but according to the
National Real Estate Investor, “he backed off after the credit received a strong endorsement from
both Republican and Democratic members of his committee.”104

After this legislation was

passed, the Journal of Housing and Community Development wrote, “There appears to be no
imminent threat to the tax credit program, and it would not be surprising to see additional growth
in affordable housing through investment spurred by the program.”105
Archer backed down from any further attacks on the LIHTC program after 1996. In
April of 1997, the General Accounting Office published a highly positive report on LIHTC.
Many saw this as a vindication of the program that had come so close to termination. Archer
said, "After reviewing the GAO report, it appears that the housing projects using the credit are
benefiting the right people -- households with very low incomes -- but we have also learned that
compliance and enforcement need to be strengthened.”106

The Network Matures: Snapshot of the Current System
The number of housing units built under the decentralized housing approach is hard to
measure. There is some double and triple counting since HOME, CDBG, and the tax credit
programs all can claim credit for the same apartment.

However, if we consider only the

apartments funded under the LIHTC program, a survey by the National Council of State Housing
Agencies (NCSHA) estimates that number to be 1.3 million. According to NCSHA’s web site,
“The Housing Credit induces about $6 billion of private investment each year to produce more
than 115,000 apartments with rents affordable to low- income families….”107 Congress increased
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federal tax expenditures for LIHTC by 40 percent in 2001, and future allocations are indexed to
inflation. HOME funds also have been an effective tool for building housing, and a political
winner as well.

HUD estimates that this program has financed nearly 400,000 affordable

housing units since the funds first started flowing in 1992. 108
The percentage of those units built by nonprofit CDCs also is remarkably high. A survey
by the Urban Institute and the National Congress for Community Economic Development
estimated that by 1997 the total number of CDC-built units was 550,000. 109 Thousands of new
housing-related CDCs came into existence during the 1980s and 1990s. The report estimated
there were 2,850 CDCs in the nation building affordable housing as of 1997. 110 Almost all these
CDCs received some federal funding, and most received the majority of their financial support
from three programs: LIHTC, HOME and CDBG. 111 The greatest concentration of CDC activity
has been in the Northeast, the Great Lakes region, and the West Coast. But as early as 1990, 95
percent of U.S. cities reported having active CDC housing developers. 112
State and local governments were also innovating. At the time of the Kaiser report, no
state had a housing finance agency capable of either making low-interest loans or executing other
subsidy programs for affordable housing developers. Now all 50 have them, along with
Washington, D.C., Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands. According to the National Council
of State Housing Finance Agencies’ web site, these agencies “have provided affordable
mortgages to more than 2.2 million families to buy their first homes through the MRB [Mortgage
Revenue Bond] program. Housing Finance Agencies also have financed more than 1.9 million
low- and moderate- income apartments.”113 Don Terner, the founder of BRIDGE Housing, the
country’s largest nonprofit housing developer, wrote that states had become the new engine for
housing policy innovation in a paper that became part of the Maxwell/Rouse report. “In the last
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six years [1984-1990], states have responded with more than 300 new housing programs, which
run the gamut from emergency homeless shelters to rural housing rehabilitation to builder
incentives for affordable housing.”114 Cities and counties became more sophisticated too, since
they were now distributing block grants from Washington in addition to local funds from local
taxes (e.g., property tax).
Capacity-building and consulting nonprofits continued to provide increasingly varied
sophisticated financial products, consulting to structure new types of transactions, and real estate
development strategies. LISC and Enterprise are now joined by scores of similar smaller forprofit and nonprofit firms that operate on a local or regional level.
All the major banks developed community- lending groups that specialized in subsidized
housing loans, motivated by business opportunities, public relations, and the requirements of the
Community Reinvestment Act of 1977. Most major Wall Street financial firms along with
philanthropy-chartered public purpose financial firms developed expertise in how to use the
housing tax credit, tax-exempt bonds, and other financial tools for low- income housing
transactions.

* * *

Even though there were many positive developments in affordable housing policy in the
1990s, many housing advocates saw the 1990s as a retreat and failure for the plight of lowincome Americans. Certainly some statistics supported that conclusion. The rent burden paid by
the poorest Americans, for example, grew more onerous in the 1990s. In 1990, at least one third
of renters in every state paid more than 30 percent of their incomes on rent, according to a Center
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for Budget Priorities report. Rent burdens on the poor were bad and getting worse. A 1990
report on national housing conditions by the Joint Center for Housing Studies at Harvard
University showed that the median rent for poor households rose 49 percent between 1974 and
1987 measured in 1989 dollars. 115 Part of this development had nothing to do with federal
politics, however. Any subsidized housing program would have struggled against three larger
trends that contributed to increasing rent burdens: (1) the declining wages of lower income
workers, (2) increasing immigration of very low- income people, and (3) local efforts to limit the
supply of affordable housing (the so-called not- in- my-back-yard syndrome). Yet, housing expert
and advocate Peter Drier in 1997 put much of the blame of worsening trends on the political
vulnerability of affordable housing: “the political constituency for housing policy is weaker and
more fragmented now than it has been in decades.” Drier lamented the loss of the old housing
coalition that pushed access to housing as “part of the broad social contract.”116
It is true that affordable housing failed to achieve the status of an economic right, but it
had come to be defended by a network of interests that scored many more victories than the old
system ever did. The old system built large numbers of homes for one four- year period—1969
to 1973. The new system, by contrast, has been churning out smaller numbers of units than those
peak years, but has been doing so at a steadily rising rate for nearly 20 years.
Three reasons explain why the new system developed the way it did and the paradox of
why there has been a renaissance of subsidized housing programs at a time when social services
in general seemed to be politically unpopular. First, the decentralized housing network had a
more effective political coalition. HUD was a massive federal bureaucracy whose biggest
constituency was made up of extremely low- income tenants. Bureaucrats and the poor hardly
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make a winning lobbying team. The decentralized network, by contrast, had many friends in the
public and private sectors. 117

In a 1997 article in the Journal of the American Planning

Association, the housing scholar Avis Vidal noted, “These new partners in housing production
have changed the political climate surround ing affordable housing in subtle but critical ways. At
the federal level, the fact that the banking industry and a diverse array of major corporations
support the low-income housing tax credit gives it unusual breadth of support.”118 It appeared
that even this strong coalition might have trouble when a conservative Congress vowed to cut
back on government expenditures after 1994. But subsidized housing programs emerged from
that time stronger than ever. 119 By 1996, the decentralized housing network was an established
institution and today, nearly 10 years later, its shape and function is virtually unchanged. In
2001, low- income housing proponents won increases in the housing tax credit program and
future increases were guaranteed because they were indexed to inflation.
The second advantage was a winning ideology that allowed for cross-party coalitions.
The ecumenical nature of the decentralized approach allowed politicians of all ideological stripes
to support the program. LIHTC, for example, could be billed as tax relief for conservatives, an
efficiency measure for moderates, or as a way to empower local activists with federal resources
for liberals. It appeared to be “above the left-right debate” as Jack Kemp observed. 120
Finally, the program succeeded because it had many successes. Consider the praise
heaped on LISC’s Paul Grogan by New York Senator Alfonse D’Amato, Republican co-chair of
the NAHA legislation. In the hearings, D’Amato said, “Mr. Grogan, let me say to you that I
have had an opportunity to see firsthand the results of the work that you have loaned yourself to,
and I would hate to think of how much more desperation there would be in the neighborhoods of
New York and our city were it not for your undertaking.”121
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Part of this success was based on the network’s ability to adapt to changing
circumstances. Historians have argued that the old subsidized-housing system had a one-sizefits-all philosophy, exemplified by the monotonous apartment buildings it built.

The new

system, with its multiple players, seemed to understand its “customers” better, and therefore was
able to modify its designs, procedures, and products to better serve local communities with a
higher-quality and lower-cost “product.” To some extent, this was true because every new
transaction (i.e., every new apartment building) required many partners who shared financial and
real estate risk. With each component engaged in its own due diligence, all the players were
constantly evaluating each other. The competition between all the atomized components of the
system tended to keep costs—salaries, overhead, construction—under control without the
cumbersome cost regulations and sloppy enforcement common in the old system. And this
network innovated its product type and delivery approach—e.g., building architecturally
interesting buildings, shifting between large- family and single room units depending on changing
demographics, targeting smaller niche housing projects that were part of larger urban
redevelopment efforts, and mixing low- income with market rate units in projects designed to
bring the middle-class back to downtown locations.
The new system also had a stealth quality that provided political cover. For the most
part, the network was not subject to annual federal budget sho wdowns. Most of its funding was
hidden in the tax code or block grants. Its machinations and decisions took place at the local
level and out of the public eye.
However, as impressive as the decentralized approach gains were, some of its legacies
are not positive or well understood. The decentralized program is unmonitored and confusing;
most people do not understand it, even many working in the field.

In this sense, the
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decentralized approach to housing resonates with the larger trend where Americans increasingly
misunderstand their relationship to their government and its programs. An example of the
growing disconnect was typified by an elderly focus group participant who said “I want the
government off my back. . . I don’t want the government messing around with my Medicare.”122
This disconnect generates problems of accountability and also makes it hard to build enthusiasm
and broad-based political support. Very few Americans know that nearly every city in this
country is dotted with high-quality, government-subsidized apartment buildings. It is hard to
rally voters around such a shadowy program. In other words, it lacks the focus of FDR’s fourth
freedom—the Freedom from Want—that gave rhetorical weight to the New Deal coalition’s
efforts to establish a more comprehensive welfare state based on the ideas of economic
citizenship. 123

The decentralized approach also may not have staying power if it is only

understood by technocrats, advocates for the poor, and a few savvy business leaders.
Housing in this decentralized system was well-built amenity-rich, and expensive
(averaging over $100,000 per apartment in high-demand areas such as California, New York and
New England). 124 So, it was unlikely that any resident would feel the sting of living somewhere
called “the projects.” However, the decentralized system still builds too few units; as in earlier
periods, only a fraction of eligible tenants land a subsidized apartment. And currently almost no
apartments are built for the very poor. A supply shortage combined with larger economic trends
that make all housing more expensive relative to average wages exacerbates the dismal housing
options for very low- income Americans. According to HUD, the number of American families
that spend over half of their income for housing or live in substandard housing has increased
from 7.2 million in 1980 to 13.7 million households in 2000; an increase from 9 to 14 percent of
all households. 125
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Local networks can vary in their effectiveness depending on local characteristics – skill,
drive, organization, etc. Some are energetic and effective and others lag. Some nonprofit CDCs
fully express the lofty ideals articulated by the senators in the NAHA debates, and others are
parochial, myopic, poorly capitalized and ineffective. As a result, whether or not a community
has access to quality low- income housing rests on the luck of the draw.

So while the

decentralized approach to low- income housing has been politically popular and achieved many
impressive results, it is not yet clear how this network ultimately will evolve and whether or not
it will become sufficiently effective, efficient, and equitable.
The decentralized housing network does demonstrate how a new type of institution
developed out of the changing political realities of the 1980s and 1990s. It helps explain that one
of the most important trends of the last 30 years of welfare state history has not been its
dismantling as many studies suggest. There is no doubt that the welfare state has suffered some
setbacks and some reductions of resources. It has also maintained its mean distinction between
relatively generous subsidies for the middle class—social insurance programs, mortgage interest
deduction, etc.—and miserly ones for the poor. The most dramatic change of the last 30 years,
however, has not been over funding, but in how services are delivered. The blurring lines
between government, the private sector and nonprofits exemplified in the decentralized housing
network has created a puzzle—in many ways, the welfare state is more present around us and
harder to see. Given that, it seems certain that the future Ediths and Archies will continue to
misunderstand their relation to the welfare state.
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ENDNOTES
1

There is near-consensus that industrialization and urbanization are necessary, but perhaps not sufficient conditions
to establish a welfare state—see Harold Wilensky, Rich Democracies, 61. Another helpful book is Gosta EspingAnderson, The Three Worlds of Welfare Capitalism (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1990). Anderson
contends that there are three types of welfare states: liberal, corporatist, and social democratic. From that base,
however, there is quite a bit of disagreement over what drives welfare state development. Some scholars argue that
countries such as Sweden are different from others, such as the United States, because they have different national
values. Others explain the difference on the relative strength of labor organizations versus capital in a given
country—see James Weinstein, The Corporate Ideal In The Liberal State, 1900-1918 (Westport, CT: Greenwood
Press, 1981), Olivier Zunz, Making America Corporate (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1992). Some argue
that the state itself – along with other institutions – drives the differences in approach to welfare state services—see
Bringing The State Back In, edited by Peter B. Evans, Dietrich Rueschemeyer, Theda Skocpol (New York :
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